Saturday, August 16, 2014

3:48 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

8-16-14 The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
Dr. Jake Dr. Brett Earnest the non drinker... Yale Key West
Medical School built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be
built today! Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to
build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011.
8-16-14 NEW YORK (Reuters) - A drunken commuter stabbed
and wounded three men with a knife as he got off a subway
train arriving at New York's Grand Central Terminal early
on Saturday morning, police said. Police said statistics show
19K women murdered in 2014 85% of the men are drunk at
the time of the Murder!
8-16-14 100’s of Trikes and 100’s of wheels are missing from
Key West Bikes all over town and the Priest at Saint Mary
Star of the Sea could care less... like the Pope not coming to
grips with the reality that Seoul will be NUKED in 2014 or
2015 as a sure thing!!
8-16-14 Over 800,000 people attended a huge open-air Mass
in the centre of Seoul, South Korea, led by Pope Francis,
where he beatified 124 early Korean martyrs on Saturday.

8-16-14 The Pope not coming to grips with the reality that
Seoul will be NUKED in 2014 or 2015 as a sure thing!!
8-16-14 Gene Simmons Tells People With Depression: 'Kill
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8-16-14 Gene Simmons Tells People With Depression: 'Kill
Yourself' Huffington Post - Gene Simmons of Kiss arrives at
Fox's American Idol
8-16-14 1 million men + women in the USA who committed
suicide never ever would have if the 1 trillionth
ElectricWindmillFord Escort was coming off the Ford
Assembly Line! 1984 II the movie will convict Jimmy Carter,
Kennedy, Kerry, McCain, Bush, Bill + Melinda Gates. Yale
History too.
8-16-14 The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with Jake and
Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might have been...
Dr. Jake + Dr. Brett in their next novel will write in details
how New Generations of MIT Drones targeted the Next
Generation of new medical tools!

8-16-14 Enemies "OJ" - "OJ" use to steal bikes, today there is a
futuristic iApp to catch teen "OJ's" who steal bike and take
wheels, 100's in Key West and "OJ" got them all. After the
"1984" people make contact I will take the wheels off every
"OJ" car in Key West... revenge on the Admiral will be get the
Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!! Brainstorming with 4 MD Wives
in a Legal Polygamous Marriage!!!! That will get the
Admiral mad as Hell. Hell 1 nearby star can "Shine" for the
next 4 Trillion Years, time enough for NASA to Sink the fleet
of JFK's for Hospital Air Craft Carriers staffed with 100,000
MD's!
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4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat....
8-16-14 Enemies! Wow you have enemies! Yes so did
Hemingway and he got a Nobel I will get the Nobel too I
smiled. Saint Mary Star of the Sea Parking lot 9 Aug 14 week
ago trike lock was cut and trike was taken back to St Mary’s
Maintenance. AAVY called 2 days later found your trike with
notes all over it in the trash Dumpster. Aavy said none of his
maintenance men cut the lock but GOD knows they did. I
told the Key West Cop getting the trike back all I wanted was
to leave a note asking all the 500 who park in the Church lot
on Sunday morning for 2 wheels they might have in the back
yard from a old trike. Saint Mary’s Maintenance Men are the
one’s who cut the lock off gregs trike! God of course I have to
mention as by not today 8 16 14 week later the Priest know
the story and none have called me asking to help, not even
to pay for a new lock. OH they tried to cut the cable and
couldn’t but they cut the lock. I wonder if the bolt cutters are
and if they have cut other locks... 100’s of Trikes and 100’s of
wheels are missing from Key West Bikes all over town and the
Priest at Saint Mary Star of the Sea could care less... like the
Pope not coming to grips with the reality that Seoul will be
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Pope not coming to grips with the reality that Seoul will be
NUKED in 2014 or 2015 as a sure thing!!

4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.... 100’s of Trikes and 100’s of wheels
are missing from Key West Bikes all over town and the Priest
at Saint Mary Star of the Sea could care less... like the Pope
not coming to grips with the reality that Seoul will be NUKED
in 2014 or 2015 as a sure thing!!
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4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat....
8-16-14 Enemies! Wow you have enemies! Yes so did
Hemingway and he got a Nobel I will get the Nobel too I
smiled. Saint Mary Star of the Sea Parking lot 9 Aug 14 week
ago trike lock was cut and trike was taken back to St Mary’s
Maintenance. AAVY called 2 days later found your trike with
notes all over it in the trash Dumpster. Aavy said none of his
maintenance men cut the lock but GOD knows they did. I
told the Key West Cop getting the trike back all I wanted was
to leave a note asking all the 500 who park in the Church lot
on Sunday morning for 2 wheels they might have in the back
yard from a old trike. Saint Mary’s Maintenance Men are the
one’s who cut the lock off gregs trike! God of course I have to
mention as by not today 8 16 14 week later the Priest know
the story and none have called me asking to help, not even
to pay for a new lock. OH they tried to cut the cable and
couldn’t but they cut the lock. I wonder if the bolt cutters are
and if they have cut other locks... 100’s of Trikes and 100’s of
wheels are missing from Key West Bikes all over town and the
Priest at Saint Mary Star of the Sea could care less... like the
Pope not coming to grips with the reality that Seoul will be
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Pope not coming to grips with the reality that Seoul will be
NUKED in 2014 or 2015 as a sure thing!!

8-16-14 "Elite commandos train for mission" Key West
Citizen - A group of men in fatigues at the Army Special
Forces dive-school docks loaded a small inflatable aboard a
36-foot Navy boat Tuesday morning while .50-caliber guns
flanked its bow and stern. The...
8-16-14 "Elite Yale Medical School Professors" will write up
what their "Elite" skills are compared to KW Commandos
training for a mission, who's mission is to cure Breast
Cancer... who's mission gets all the $777 Trillion from
suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort?
8-16-14 "Elite MD's write a Rx for this..." "Planes bomb
Islamic State fighters near Mosul dam"A US Navy F/A-18
Hornet launches off from the flight deck of the US Navy
aircraft carrier USS George HW Bush in the Persian Gulf, at
sea, yesterday.
8-16-14 "Elite MD's" The Sun Also Rises." The novel ends with
Jake and Brett in a taxi speaking of the things that might
have been... Dr. Jake Dr. Brett
8-16-14 "Elite Food Packaging..." Bananas, I love them with
my dentures as of course they are soft. Well I will write an
iApp invention project that Brainstorms all the ways to
package Bananas no one ever though of! New York Times
"Brazilians in new move in banana wars"Financial Times Brazil's Cutrale and Safra families have appealed directly to
Chiquita shareholders to choose their $1.25bn takeover offer
over the US banana company's proposed merger with
Ireland's Fyffes

8-16-14 "Elite MD Professors"
8-16-14 "Elite Yale Medical School Professors" will write up
what their "Elite" skills are...
8-16-14 "Elite commandos train for mission" Key West
Citizen - A group of men in fatigues at the Army Special
Forces dive-school docks loaded a small inflatable aboard a
36-foot Navy boat Tuesday morning while .50-caliber guns
flanked its bow and stern. The...
8-16-14 "Elite Yale Medical School Professors" will write up
what their "Elite" skills are...
8-16-14 "Elite commandos train for mission" Key West
Citizen - A group of men in fatigues at the Army Special
Forces dive-school docks loaded a small inflatable aboard a
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Forces dive-school docks loaded a small inflatable aboard a
36-foot Navy boat Tuesday morning while .50-caliber guns
flanked its bow and stern. The...
8-16-14 "Elite Yale Medical School Professors" will write up
what their "Elite" skills are...
8-16-14 "Elite Yale Medical School Professors" will write up
what their "Elite" skills are...
Greg's Serendipity... iPhone007s built into your iPad,
MacBookAir, MacbookPro Mac's! Satellites in low Earth Orbit
replace Verizon Cell Towers!

Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School
should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure! Greg flew
into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West
Medical School on 3-4-2011.
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Sheesh, draw attention the Yale Key West Medical School
built on an Eiffel Tower Structure should be built today! Greg
flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build a Yale Key West
Medical School on 3-4-2011.

MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps

8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... iApps MD
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus
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8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus
MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD "To Have Have Not" movie a
match made in Hollywood heaven. Godsent like the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Pentagon Generals had no taste
for a Dr. Lauren Becall MD Movie - Dr. Katrina the Brain
Surgeon will she be a match made in Hollywood Heaven,
only if approved by Pentagon General in charge of Movie
Making - 1984 movie there will be a 1984 II movie!!
Morgan is fending off getting involved just fine until his
latest fishing customer gets knocked off by accident before he
can pay up. Complicating things further for Morgan is a
newcomer named Marie Browning (Lauren Bacall) who sort
of attaches herself to him from the moment they meet. She
has come from Brazil by way of Trinidad and ends up in
Martinique only because she doesn't have money to go any
further. They seem a perfect fit despite all the sparring
between them; a point driven home by her response to Eddie's
question about bees. The viewer knows at that moment that
she and Harry are a match made in Hollywood heaven.
MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps

MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus. He almost never
spoke of his failing health and refused to see a doctor until
January 1956. A diagnosis was made several weeks later and
by then removal of his esophagus, two lymph nodes, and a
rib on March 1, 1956, was too late to halt the disease, even
with chemotherapy. He underwent corrective surgery in
November 1956 after the cancer had spread. Katharine
Hepburn and Spencer Tracy visited him at this time. Frank
Sinatra was also a frequent visitor. With time, Bogart grew
too weak to walk up and down stairs. He valiantly fought the
pain and joked about his immobility: "Put me in the
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pain and joked about his immobility: "Put me in the
dumbwaiter and I'll ride down to the first floor in style." The
dumbwaiter was then altered to accommodate his
wheelchair.[122] In an interview, Hepburn described the
last time she and Spencer Tracy saw Bogart (the night before
he died): Spence patted him on the shoulder and said,
"Goodnight, Bogie." Bogie uurned his eyes to Spence very
quietly and with a sweet smile covered Spence's hand with
his own and said, "Goodbye, Spence." Spence's heart stood
still. He understood. Bogart had just turned 57 and weighed
80 pounds (36 kg) when he died on January 14, 1957, after
falling into a coma. He died at his home at 232 South
Mapleton Drive in Holmby Hills, California. His simple
funeral was held at All Saints Episcopal Church with musical
selections from Bogart's favorite composers, Johann
Sebastian Bach and Claude Debussy. The ceremony was
attended by some of Hollywood's biggest stars, including
Katharine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy, Judy Garland, David
Niven, Ronald Reagan, James Mason, Bette Davis, Danny
Kaye, Joan Fontaine, Marlene Dietrich, James Cagney, Errol
Flynn, Gregory Peck and Gary Cooper, as well as Billy Wilder
and Jack Warner. Bacall had asked Tracy to give the eulogy,
but Tracy was too upset, so John Huston spoke instead and
reminded the gathered mourners that while Bogart's life
had ended far too soon, it had been a rich one.
MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD... solely -- due to the sexy
chemistry between Bogart and Bacall, especially in the
legendary "You know how to whistle, don't you?" scene. The
most salutary result of To Have & Have Not was the
subsequent Bogart-Bacall marriage, which endured until
his death in 1957
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD... I got a letter off to Mon
today and wrote we both will live to be 100 when I marry 4
MD women in a Legal Polygamous Marriage.

8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... neurosurgery
and the "InventSomething" mind iApps
MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps
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8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... with the Ocean
Breeze, Palm Tree Shade, White Sand Beach, Elite Yale Key
West Medical School built on a Eiffel Tower Structure with
Futuristic High Tech gadgets and the 1st Med School to be
designed by Yale Engineering with "Assembly Line Surgery".
Laser Guided ElectricwindmillFord Escort assembly line will
be Super High Tech!!
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... "Fire
extinguishers" invented for the Criminal Minds and "Fuel
that burns the hottest for InventSomething Minds.
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... Copper based
(Copper Powder Navy 125S) developed by the U.S. Navy in the
70s for hard-to-control lithium and lithium-alloy fires.
Powder smothers and acts as a heat sink to dissipate heat,
but also forms a copper-lithium alloy on the surface which is
non-combustible and cuts off the oxygen supply. Will cling to
a vertical surface. Lithium only
MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... Cut off the
oxygen supply to the Criminal Minds, how to discover this is
an iApp with links you can click on to get started
inventingSomething!

8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... Obama's
'vacation from hell' driving into Saudi Arabia with Laser
Guided ElectricWindmillTanks!
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... High Tech Lie
Detector Test - Brain-scanning technology is redefining the
"Lie Detector Test".
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... Night Light +
Built in Fire extinguishers "high-tech barbecue gadgets for a
futuristic cookout"

MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps

8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... here in Key
West would be a high tech beach chair in the breeze and
shade with Apple's high tech high speed wifi for the Island of
Key West.
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Key West.
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... Yale Key West
Medical School
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... Yale Key West
Law School
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... Former U.S.
Vice President Al Gore sued Al Jazeera, claiming the satellite
news provider owned by the Qatari royal family owes him
and a partner $65 million from a deal to buy his network,
Current TV, for $500 million.
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification... I think, Greg
think Al Gore has $65 Trillion in a Swiss Bank from his share
of Kickbacks under Clinton Years of $4 gas. Same Swiss banks
Hitler Used so this is not a LEAK by Snowden, grin!
MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification...

8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus
8-15-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD - Bogart, a heavy smoker and
drinker, developed cancer of the esophagus
8-15-14 Paradise High Tech Beautification...

MD IP and iApps

MD IP + iApps
8-14-14 How can Bill + Melinda Gates be convicted of mass
murder by their suppression of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made
H @ -254 C... Frozen Mosquitos... Frozen Foods took decades
to perfect. Heavy Lift Helicopters spraying H @ -254 in the
Jungles, over the marsh + lakes. I'm sure there is a way to use
H @ -254 C. This would have killed 777 Trillion mosquitoes
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H @ -254 C. This would have killed 777 Trillion mosquitoes
and saved 1 Billion People mostly in Africa... so now do you
believe Bill + Melinda Gates are Mass Murderers for
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar... Hell Yes!

4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat....
8-14-14 Unpronounceable... 52 Nearest Stars Incomprehensible why the NY Times + Snowden can't LEAK
these in an iApp or Deck of Cards on the computer. Front
Page of the NY Times!!
8-14-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD
8-14-14 1 Billion MacBookPro's with iPhone6s built in given
to everyone at the Hemingway Witting Classes at Hemingway
House Key West + on this Web page, grin. Novels With a
Futuristic MacBook Pro with built in iPhone007s, CIA
microphone + cameras! 4 MD Wives will write quite a few of
these Futuristic MacBook Pro with built in iPhone007s Novels!
iPhone007s taking pictures of your Frontal Lobe and siri
pronounce it right iApp chapter on the Futuristic isri + IApps
you can only Brainstorm with 4 MD wifes! This will be made
into a movie like all Hemingway Novels. "To Have Have Not"
Lauren Becall. Dr. Lauren Becall MD

8-14-14 Dr. Lauren Becall MD
8-14-14 Unpronounceable... Pope Francis, center, laughs as
he signs a guestbook during a meeting with South Korean
bishops in Seoul. Incomprehensible Poisonous Chemicals in
"Natural Gas!" at the Vatican. 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in
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"Natural Gas!" at the Vatican. 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in
Rome. 100 kids left to die in hot cars in Rome. iApp the "Rise
and Fall of Rome in 2014"
8-14-14 Seoul will be Nuked in 2014 or 2015... etc.

8-14-14 Unpronounceable Drugs, Cancers in the Brain,
Incomprehensible Poisonous Chemicals in "Natural Gas!"
8-14-14 Unpronounceable Genotype–Phenotype Correlation —
Promiscuity in the Era of Next-Generation Sequencing...
8-14-14 Unpronounceable Syndromes of Thrombotic
Microangiopathy...
8-14-14 Unpronounceable Morphologic Changes in
Erythrocytes in Hypertriglyceridemia...
8-14-14 The intraparietal sulcus (IPS) is located on the
lateral surface of the parietal lobe.
8-14-14 Unpronounceable... 52 Nearest Stars Incomprehensible why the NY Times + Snowden can't LEAK
these in an iApp or Deck of Cards on the computer. Front
Page of the NY Times!!
8-14-14 Parietal lobe plays important roles in integrating
sensory information from various parts of the body,
knowledge of numbers and their relations,[3] and in the
manipulation of objects. Its function also includes processing
information relating to the sense of touch.[4] Portions of the
parietal lobe are involved with visuospatial processing.
Although multisensory in nature, the posterior parietal
cortex is often referred to by vision scientists as the dorsal
stream of vision (as opposed to the ventral stream in the
temporal lobe). This dorsal stream has been called both the
"where" stream (as in spatial vision)[5] and the "how"
stream (as in vision for action).[6] The posterior parietal
cortex (PPC) receives somatosensory and/or visual input,

8-14-14 52 Nearest Stars - Incomprehensible why the NY
Times + Snowden can't LEAK these in an iApp or Deck of
Cards on the computer.
8-14-14 Incomprehensible is UNESCO - United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) defines literacy as the "ability to identify,
understand, interpret, create, communicate and compute,
using printed and written materials associated with varying
contexts. Literacy involves a continuum of learning in
enabling individuals to achieve their goals, to develop their
knowledge and potential, and to participate fully in their
community and wider society".
8-14-14 UN MD's at WHO have never written an iApp for
UNESCO...
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UNESCO...
8-14-14 "Department of Education" Incomprehensible...
FAILURE BY 100% OF THE superintendent of schools, a person
who has executive oversight and administrative powers.
Thank God the Superintendent of Schools is not a Dentists,
see the rotten teeth, fix the rotten teeth, all these have gone
the way of Win 8.2 fix!

8-14-14 Unpronounceable Drugs, Incomprehensible this was
not reported on as a part of the diversity in Apple diversity
report reveals company is 55 percent white!
8-14-14 Unpronounceable Drugs, Cancers, diseases, report
from Apple HQ reveals the 55% white men can pronounce +
spell better than EVERYONE who is "Black!"
8-14-14 Bill + Melinda Gates moved Win 8.2 Fix tech support
to India and everything is Unpronounceable! For Microsoft
employees giving you tech support!
8-14-14 Unpronounceable... 52 Nearest Stars Incomprehensible why the NY Times + Snowden can't LEAK
these in an iApp or Deck of Cards on the computer. Front
Page of the NY Times!!
8-14-14
8-14-14
8-13-14 How can Bill + Melinda Gates be convicted of mass
murder by their suppression of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made
H @ -254 C... Frozen Mosquitos... Frozen Foods took decades
to perfect. Heavy Lift Helicopters spraying H @ -254 in the
Jungles, over the marsh + lakes. I'm sure there is a way to use
H @ -254 C. This would have killed 777 Trillion mosquitoes
and saved 1 Billion People mostly in Africa... so now do you
believe Bill + Melinda Gates are Mass Murderers for
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar... Hell Yes!
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4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat....
8-13-14 Malaria is a devastating infectious disease caused
by unicellular parasites of the genus Plasmodium. Over 1
billion people worldwide live at high risk of contracting
malaria and each year the disease causes more than 200
million clinical cases and 700,000 deaths, mostly among
young African children. Plasmodium falciparum, one of five
species known to elicit malaria in humans, is responsible for
the vast majority of severe and fatal malaria outcomes.

8-13-14 How can Bill + Melinda Gates be convicted of mass
murder by their suppression of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made
H @ -254 C... Frozen Mosquitos... Frozen Foods took decades
to perfect. Heavy Lift Helicopters spraying H @ -254 in the
Jungles, over the marsh + lakes. I'm sure there is a way to use
H @ -254 C. This would have killed 777 Trillion mosquitoes
and saved 1 Billion People mostly in Africa... so now do you
believe Bill + Melinda Gates are Mass Murderers for
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar... Hell Yes!

8-13-14 Lauren Bacall dead at 89: A look at her emails and
YouTube videos talking about the Laser Guided
ElectricWindmillCar suppression.
8-13-14 "Lauren Bacall the Goddess of Inspiration" Movie
Greg + Mary B. will make with an Aristotle's qualitative
explanation of the "Lauren Bacall Rainbow" will show an
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explanation of the "Lauren Bacall Rainbow" will show an
inventiveness and relative consistency that was matched for
centuries. By Beautiful Women who sparked Mens MRI's!
8-13-14 "France Plans Arms Shipments to Kurdish Forces in
Iraq" By SCOTT SAYARE and ALAN COWELL the NY Times!
8-13-14 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in Paris will cause the New
French Revolution to make the University Free instead of
Closing all the Universities in France + Reparations... to
French Citizens who were scammed by France sending arms
all over the world will all get 1 Billion MacBookPro's with a
built in iPhone7s pre-loaded with 1,001 IP... Total Oil
Company spent more than this much on arms give away's - 1
Billion MacBookPro's with a built in iPhone7s pre-loaded
with 1,001 IP... will get the French the Gravity Engine,
discovery how gravity is generated, and 1 Trillion other
inventions + discoveries!
8-13-14 Front Page Headlines NY Times after the "4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat" Breast Cancer will be Classified as Mass Murder
by the UN. "Women MD's now run the UN" UNCIEF windfall
too!

8-13-14 USA TODAY See realtime coverage Breast Cancer
Women Rescued by Navy Seals... US developing rescue plan
for Iraqi refugees...WASHINGTON -- The 130 special advisers
dispatched to Iraq this week have been tasked with
developing a rescue plan for religious minorities trapped on
Mount Sinjar, the Obama administration said Wednesday.
8-13-14 Diversity at the UN lead to downright Mass Murder
of 1 or 2 Billion in its "Oil for Food" Scams! Oil Revenues of
$777 Trillion for building 100's of Yale Key West Medical
Schools on an Eiffel Tower Structure when to the Navy for a
Fleet of 100's of JFK Super Carriers and Fighter Jets. This is
now Mass Murder, or will be after the coup!

8-13-14 Head On Crash's for the last decade are all "Mass
Murdered" Now!
8-13-14 Fiery Wrecks since 1980 are all "Mass Murder" Now!
8-13-14 GM recalls... Hillary, Kerry, Heinz, McCain. Drop Cam
on the Dash of all cars should of been mandatory 10 years
ago. With Speaker, Mic, wifi + cell so cops can see and talk to
you inside the car.

8-13-14 Yale grads driving to Boston after graduation, he
falls asleep. I'm sure if they had a Dash Cam with wifi + cell
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falls asleep. I'm sure if they had a Dash Cam with wifi + cell
communication some of their Elite Yale friends would have
talked to them all the way from Yale Campus to Boston and
he would never have fallen asleep and killed her! Day after
Graduating from Yale... this is mass murder by our George
Orwell II Government. Some Kerry, McCain, Hillary - as all 3
of these people could have and should have let Greg and 4
MD wives Brainstorm 24/7 the cure for Breast Cancer + a
Universe of other Inventions!
8-13-14 Jaguar Land Rover to Recall 40000 SUVs Over AirBag Issue...
8-13-14 Jaguar Land Rover to Recall 40000 SUVs Over AirBag Issue... Issue is Super-Air-Bags-On-Outside of all cars
and trucks, Gregs invention suppressed since 1990 and this is
"Mass Murder" by George Orwell II.
8-13-14 Jaguar Land Rover to Recall 40000 SUVs Over AirBag Issue... Issue of the NY Times not writing up Super-AirBags-On-Outside of all cars and trucks should "Bankrupt"
this Newspaper and all the others who would not let
Journalists write up Super-Air-Bags-On-Outside of all cars
and trucks in 1990. This is "Mass Murder"

8-13-14 "head-on crash" BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff
alinhardt@keysnews.com A Key West woman and a Polish
man were hurt in a head-on car crash on U.S. 1 Sunday,
according to the Florida Highway Patrol. Troopers say
Helene Blanchard, 40, a former employee of The Citizen, was
driving north at Mile Marker 15 on the Lower Sugarloaf
Channel Bridge at 2:20 p.m. when she veered into the
southbound lane, according to a press release. Blanchard's
2004 Chevrolet struck a 2013 Ford driven by Wieslaw
Brodaczewski, 58, of Dubai. Brodaczewski and a passenger
in the Ford, Mark Moneaux, 65, of Poland, were taken to
Lower Keys Medical Center on Stock Island. A second
passenger in the Ford, Hanna Brodaczewski, 58, of Dubai,
was not injured. Blanchard's children were not hurt in the
crash -- a 7-year-old girl and 5-year-old boy. Neither drugs
nor alcohol were believed to be factors in the crash,
according to the FHP. Blanchard and her children were
wearing seat belts, but Moneaux was not. Wieslaw and
Hanna Brodaczewski were wearing seat belts, reports state.
Blanchard broke her pelvis in the crash, she said when
reached by phone at Lower Keys Medical Center. She did not
have to undergo surgery, she added. "I'm going to be better,
but I have to heal," she said. "Right now, I can't even sit in a
chair." Blanchard was cited for failure to drive in a single
lane, but she said she doesn't remember the crash. "I blacked
out," she said. "The kids are OK, thankfully." Moneaux was in
serious condition when he was transported, reports state.
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serious condition when he was transported, reports state.
Troopers and Monroe County Sheriff's Office deputies
alternated traffic via one lane for two hours while clearing
the scene. alinhardt@keysnews.com
8-13-14 Head On Collisions statistics are in the 100's of
thousands in Paris, Rome, Moscow, LA and all could have
been prevented decades ago with the Laser Guided
ElectricWindmillFord Escort.

8-13-14 Mass Murder by the French Government has been
going on for many decades, YouTube videos have already
convicted the Ruling Class at the French Government Owned
Total...
8-13-14 "France Plans Arms Shipments to Kurdish Forces in
Iraq" By SCOTT SAYARE and ALAN COWELL the NY Times!

8-13-14 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes in Paris will cause the New
French Revolution to make the University Free instead of
Closing all the Universities in France + Reparations... to
French Citizens who were scammed by France sending arms
all over the world will all get 1 Billion MacBookPro's with a
built in iPhone7s pre-loaded with 1,001 IP... Total Oil
Company spent more than this much on arms give away's - 1
Billion MacBookPro's with a built in iPhone7s pre-loaded
with 1,001 IP... will get the French the Gravity Engine,
discovery how gravity is generated, and 1 Trillion other
inventions + discoveries!
8-13-14 Snowden is clutching the 52 Nearest Stars to Earth...
not even Snowden can LEAK the start of Star Travel by NASA
to the 52 Nearest Stars. Comcast Top Brass are Stay at home
Pedophiles! Alien Sex:
8-13-14 When I saw Wired magazine's cover photo of Edward
Snowden clutching an American flag, my first thought was
in the form of a question: has Snowden just made his first big
PR blunder?

8-13-14 Mass Murder by not giving Dartmouth $7 Trillion of
the $777 Trillion for a Memory Pill Invention!
Dartmouth researchers demonstrate in a new study that a
previously understudied part of the brain, the retrosplenial
cortex, is essential for forming the basis for contextual
memories, which help you to recall events ranging from
global disasters to where you parked your car.
8-13-14
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The findings appear in the journal The Journal of
Neuroscience.
8-13-14

An important aspect of memory is the ability to recall the
physical place, or context, in which an event occurred. For
example, in recalling emotionally charged events, such as
the Sept. 11 terror attacks or JFK assassination, we remember
not only the event but where we were when it happened.
Indeed, in discussing such event with others, we often ask
"where were you when..." Processing "where" information is
also important for mundane daily events, such as
remembering where you parked your car.
8-13-14
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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